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Where would Batman be without Alfred? 

From hero to psychologically crippled costumed vigilante the public perception of Batman has 

changed over the years. This is, I suspect, a reflection of society changing focus from beyond the 

obvious and into the specifics. As well heroes now seem to be something to be analysed and broken 

down rather than upheld as paragons of virtue. 

Within the very lore and comic world of Batman itself there have also been significant changes over 

the years. Sidekicks have come and gone (dramatically so in recent years). Batman himself has ‘died’ 

and many varied costume changes have been witnessed. 

In all that time though there has been one constant; Alfred. 

Batman’s loyal and faithful butler has stood by his master’s side and been a voice of worldly advice, 

caution and encouragement. 
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I can live with Batman without Robin but I can’t picture him without Alfred. Alfred provides a 

grounding, a real person perspective and moral compass to this masked hero. 

But here’s a question; why does Alfred stay? The easy answer is out of loyalty. And whilst that might 

be right that’s not a deep enough answer because it raises a bigger question – where does this loyalty 

come from? 

Fundamentally Alfred recognises that no matter what Bruce Wayne as Batman may do he is working 

with better moral thoughts in mind. His intentions are good, even if his actions break legal and 

sometimes bend moral laws. 

Alfred also recognises the risks and efforts that Bruce takes to be Batman - whether it is going out into 

the field injured, refusing to back down against overwhelming odds or spending years dedicating 

himself to his martial arts training. (Least we forget Bruce Wayne as Batman is a major league 

superhero in a fictional world populated by super powered aliens and mutants despite Bruce only 

being a biologically normal human being!) 

But if his loyalty was based only on those points it would be more hero worship than genuine loyalty. 

Any examination of the relationship between the characters will show that their relationship is 

founded on much deeper connections. 

Bruce Wayne recognises that Alfred has skills and abilities he does not have. Alfred is a moral 

compass and a voice of compassion and reason when Bruce gets too obsessed. Alfred remembers more 

clearly the lessons of the past and offers suggestions on the routes forward from a perspective less 

clouded by angst and fervour. He also acts as medic, supplies manager and sometimes match maker 

amongst other things! 

But, and this is a key point, Bruce’s internal recognition of Alfred’s worth wouldn’t help build loyalty. 

What is needed is for Alfred to know that he is appreciated. And he does know it; so the real question 

is: how does he know he is appreciated? 

First Alfred is told directly by Bruce that he is appreciated, but such direct validation is not practical, 

nor effective, all the time. Arguably, more powerfully, Bruce demonstrates his appreciation of Alfred. 

Further he shows an appreciation for different aspects of Alfred; which is a point worth bearing in 

mind. 

This is transferable to the real world. Everyone has certain strengths and abilities. If you have 

someone in the office who is punctual and you hold them up as an example to the rest of the team 

that’s great recognition. However if that is the only strength or ability of theirs that you repeatedly 

refer to or highlight then it becomes singular and one sided.  Very often the person ends up frustrated 

that their other abilities are not being recognised especially when they believe they have stronger or 

more important strengths in other areas. So strive to identify multiple strengths in your people. 

Back to Batman (a phrase you won’t see on just any business blog)… 

Bruce recognises and makes it clear that Alfred is a good person with a strong moral core as well as 

being an individual with a significant range of skills and abilities - and almost supernatural powers of 

discretion. 
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He demonstrates it in the same way that a good manager should demonstrate their faith in their team 

members… 

Bruce asks for help; he discusses matters with Alfred (actively seeking his views) and he keeps Alfred 

informed of events. By doing so he is sending the clear message that he respects Alfred on a number of 

levels; first as a person who has an intrinsic right to know what is going on and secondly as a talented 

individual with his own skills and views who might well be able to help. 

Consider that you tend not to discuss something with someone where you do not expect them to be 

able to understand or comment sensibly. Consequently choosing not to share information, thoughts or 

ideas with someone sends the message that you don't expect them to say anything of value. And if you 

aren’t interested in them why should they be interested in you? 

Bruce and Alfred are also bonded through shared experiences. Yes Batman goes out fights crime, gets 

hurt, returns and Alfred patches him up. But that’s not the shared experiences I’m thinking of. There 

have been occasions where Alfred has taken centre stage and fought with various villains. Such front 

line, shared experiences build common ground and also create occasions for direct appreciation. 

Let’s say you are a sales executive who works with an account manager. Unless you take them on a 

sales appointment with you it’s very hard to be able to say, 

"Well done on dealing with those objections and thanks for the prompt to talk about our new services, 

(I’d forgotten about those)" 

Or 

"I didn’t realise you spoke French, that was very helpful" 

Or whatever the situation in the meeting might have brought up. The point is if you don’t create the 

opportunity for those situations to occur then you won’t have the chance to voice your appreciation. 

Another aspect of sharing common experiences is that it tends to create a mutual flow of appreciation 

of each other's worlds. People have views and opinions about what other people do for a living but 

experiencing it tends to be quite different. It pays real dividends for all managers to spend active time 

shadowing their team members to truly understand how they do business. 

And in my experience, with understanding often comes recognition of other's challenges which in 

itself can generate respect. 

One of the most common mistakes I hear from managers is when they say, 

“I know what they do” 

Knowing and experiencing are two very different things – just ask any new mother! 

Going back to the first example above and the final part; which was in brackets -  ‘I’d forgotten about 

those’ is obviously for those honest sales individuals who are willing to put their pride to one side. An 

important attribute as none of us are perfect and to admit a mistake sends a positive message that 

they happen and it’s okay to recognise that. 
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Again there have been occasions between Bruce and Alfred when Bruce has apologised and recognised 

that Alfred has been right all along. This builds respect between two people as being able to recognise 

a mistake and sharing that fact with another person demonstrates an openness of mind and an 

emotional maturity that people respond to well. 

The act of giving recognition also generates respect. Nobody ever has to give recognition to another 

person; doing so is a selfless and generous gesture. 

When you consider the above and think about Batman and Alfred, one thing perhaps underpins their 

relation more than any other – communication. And indeed on the occasions where their relationship 

is more strained typically this is through Batman withholding information and being secretive and 

self-centred. 

In all relationships where you are hoping to cultivate loyalty increasing the flow of communication will 

work wonders. 

Whether you are a morally ambiguous vigilante, a business leader with support staff or a sales 

consultant partnered with an account manager, the more respect you give, the more experiences you 

share with your team members and the more everyone communicates, the better the relationships will 

be. 

Just leave the cape at home. 

Until next time; 

Stephen Hart 
Owner, Edenchanges 
+44 (0)7733 88 11 90 
stephen.hart@edenchanges.com  

I'd like to thank Steve Townsley for the generous use of his fantastic art to head this blog - more of 

his work can be found at  http://scruffy-zero.deviantart.com/ he is also open for commissions!  

The artist known as JWMC also generously said I could use his work and whilst I went with Steve's pictures I 

think it's only fair to say thanks to JWMC - his work can be found here http://beowulf716.deviantart.com/ 

Be aware that not all of their art might be suitable for all audiences or for viewing at the 

workplace - you have been warned! 
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